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Factors influencing the fundamental frequency (f0) across lifespan:
• physiological changes due to primary and secondary aging [1]; speech
style, emotional background, sociolinguistic factors, etc.
The most and heaviest aging-induced changes appear in elder ages,
however, it starts in early adulthood, 30-35 years [2])
Cross-sectional studies: male speakers: f0 decrfeases to 50 years of age –
after that: f0 rises (e.g., [3], summarized data: [4])
Longitudinal:
• relatively constant f0 values in 10 young adult subjects in 7 years
periods following puberty [5] ↔ decrease in f0 values in young ages of the
subjects, too [6], [7]
• significant deterioration of the acoustic voice signal & f0 dicrease in a
5 years period in smoking, this seemed reversible for males who stop
smoking [8]
Most of the previous longitudinal studies examine:
• a low number of speakers; reading aloud or prepared speech, e.g.,
Christmas speech by Elisabeth II [6], [7]; sustained Vs and text fragments
[8]
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Change Of Speaking Fundamental Frequency Under a Decade in Young Male Speakers

1st rec: age between 19 and 40 years (mean: 27 ys, sd: 5 ys); BEA database
[9]
2nd rec: age between 29 and 51 years (mean: 38 ys, sd: 5 ys); (Hungarian
longitudinal corpus) [10]
Circumstances of the recording sessions: soundproof room, cardioid
condenser microphone, 44,1 kHz sampling, 16 bit
Participants: native speakers of Hungarian without any speech or hearing
deficits; 13 male subjects
Three speech styles: (i) a spontaneous speech (SPSP): interview about job,
family, hobbies in a quasi-monological way, (ii) interpreted speech (ISP):
summarizing an audio recording of a scientific outreach text, (iii) reading
aloud (RA) of a(nother) scientific outreach text
Labeling: manually in Praat [11]: each interpausal unit was labeled
(between two consecutive pauses or silences of any length and any type)
that did not include noise/overlapping speech/backchannel/etc.
F0 analysis: 50 ms windows with 25 ms overlaps, f0 minimum and
maximum: 50 to 300 Hz
The values outside the 1.5 * of the IQR range of each speech sample
(/speaker/age/speech stlye) were eliminated.
Analysed features:
• F0 mean in Hz; f0 mean change calculated in semitones (f0age2 to f0age1)
• Global f0 range: the highest f0 value in semitones to the lowest

(/speaker/age/speechstyle); global f0 range change: valueage2-valueage1
• Local f0 range: the highest f0 value in semitones to the lowest per in

each interpausal unit (/speaker/age/speechstyle); global f0 range
change: valueage2-valueage1

Statistics: R [12]: Hmisc [13], lme4 [14], lmertest [15]
• LMM: random intercept for speakers, factors: speech style and age ‒

added one by one & with and without random slope picking the one
with the lowest AIC-number [16]

1. differences can be detected in the f0 in male subjects speech in the
period of a decade
2. differences can be detected in the f0 in male subjects speech
between RA, SPSP & ISP

The aim of the study
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Longitudinal analysis of spontaneous speech (SPSP), interpreted speech
(ISP: summarizing a ”listening-to-task”) and reading aloud (RA) in decade

Results

The best fitting model:
Factors: age & speech style with 
random slopes for both, however, 
only the speech style had significant 
effect on the f0 (F(2, 12.156)= 8.713, 
p=0.004).

Change Number of speakers

Age2 to age1 SPSP ISP RA

Decr. min. 2 sts 4 8 6

Incr. min. 2 sts 2 3 4

Age2 to age1 Number of speakers

SPSP ISP RA

+ min. 2 sts 1 7 5

- min. 2 sts 12 1 4

Age2 to age1 Number of speakers

SPSP ISP RA

+ min. 2 sts 7 9 11

- min. 2 sts 4 2 0

The best fitting model:
factors: age & speech style with 
random slopes for both & 
interaction of these had a 
significant effect on the overall 
f0 range (F(2, 47.998)=8.890, 
p<0.001).

The best fitting model:
Factors: age & speech style 
with random slopes for both, 
however, only the speech style 
had significant effect on the f0 
(F(2, 12.372)= 4.6788, 
p=0.031).

Discussion & conclusions
F0 change varies among speech styles. F0 decrease is more typical than
increase. Increase in SP12: no specific reason (= no disease or
environmental effects)
Global f0 range decreased in SPSP, increased in ISP, & showed largely
speaker-dependent pattern in RA.
Local f0 range increased in most speakers with some speech style
dependency.
SPSP is the least formal both towards the addressee and in its topic. Also 
the speech planning processes are different across the speech styles thus
this has larger effect than age. Also, further factors have to be considered 
in the interspeaker variability: [6] and [17] also suggested that not only the 
subject’s age-related physiological changes but also further factors (e.g., 
sociolinguistic factors, like the addressee) have to be taken into 
consideration. Also a decade is a short time period for large changes in
young and healthy speakers
Speaker identification may be affected by changes undergoing in a decade 
in the subject’s speech characteristics. 

Mean & SD of change (semitones)

SPSP -0.62±1.96

ISP -0.43±2.35

RA -0.17±2.44

Mean & SD of change (semitones)

SPSP 3.95±4.41

ISP 2.00±2.61

RA -0.35±5.62
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Mean & SD of change (semitones)

SPSP 0.72 ±2.48

ISP 1.01±1.69

RA 4.06±3.24
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